ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Network technology is used for variety of indoor navigation and position detection, [1] . There are many position identification systems using optical [2, 3] , ultrasonic [4, 5] and RF wireless technologies [6, 7] . Each technology has its own characteristics and cost factors. Environmental conditions affect the accuracy of object position detection in different ways with these techniques. RF wireless technology has advantages such as having contactless and none line-of-sight nature and being able to operate in extreme environmental conditions, [8] .
In RF based localization which is used in this study, the target object carries a Wireless Sensor acting as a receiver. Radio Signal Strength (RSS) information arrives at the receiver in the form of Link Quality Indicator(LQI) from nearby Wireless Sensors acting as transmitters. This information is transferred to a PC server to calculate the position of the target object. WSN localization uses fingerprint database which is constructed by the measured LQI values. Fingerprint based localization has two operational phases identified as, "off-line" and "on-line" phases. In the off-line phase, the location fingerprint database is organized.
The received LQI values fromthe transmitters via a receiver positioned at each grid point are identified as the location fingerprint of that particular grid point. In the on-line phase, LQI values, arriving from the transmitters, are received by a receiver on the target object at the unknown location. These LQI values are identified as the object fingerprint. Although the Fingerprint model and its database work well with many localization systems, due to its coarse nature and the relatively large distances between its grid points, RF signal receptions at grid points are affected. Each grid point is an RF signal measurement point. Random nature of the RF signal measurements at these points based on enviromental factors alsohas impact on the recordings of the uniform RSS or LQI values and correlation between these measurements are decreased.
A solution is proposed to quantize the signal strengths between the grid points and introduce a fingerprint database with denser measurement values which would reduce the signal strength uncertainties between the grid points. The number of grid points across the test area can be increased in two ways. First approach is to increase the grid points by physicallyincreasing the number of measurement points. This increase results not only in a larger fingerprint database, but in return, takes more time and effort during measurements.
Second approach, on the other hand, keeps the number of grid points the same and introduces virtual grid points between the physical grid points. Hence new LQI measurements are generated virtually and a new, larger fingerprint database is developed with real and virtual LQI measurements across the test area. The new approachdoes not utilize additional transmitters, receivers and grid measurement points. The system deploys only virtual grid points integrated among the physical grid points with a larger number of LQI values across the test area in indoor environments, [9, 10] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2, a brief overview of fingerprint localization is described. In this section, Euclidian distance calculations and weight functions are introduced between the target object and the virtual grid points. In section 3, Virtual grid generation is described. In this section, virtual LQI calculations are presented with respect to linear and exponential taper functions. In section 4, implementation of this new approach is explained and the results are shown for different fingerprint databases. Finally, in section 5, discussions and conclusions aresummarized.
FINGERPRINT LOCALIZATION
In Fingerprintlocalization technique, A number of wirelesssensor transmitters and a receiver on the object are employed across the test area as shown in Figure 1 . B i transmitters where i=1,2,3,4 at known positions transmit their LQI values to receiver. LQI measurements are collectedby a receiverlocatedat every measurement point identified as a grid point. These measurements are recorded in Fingerprint database. The signal distance between the object location P and the grid point G in the fingerprint map is calculated by using LQI values recorded at the respective positions. Fingerprint vector F is identified as the total LQI values from B i transmitters at a particular grid location G. The vector F is denoted as
The unknown object location fingerprint vector R is the LQI values recorded at point P and denoted as R = (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , r 4 ) Fingerprint database is prepared by collecting F vectors from all the grid points during off-line phase. R fingerprint vector at point P is also recorded and sent to PC during on-line phase, [11, 12] .The Euclidean distance, E, between F and R vectors at any grid point is given by:
whereN is the number of transmitters .k number of smallest Euclidean distances are selected from the total number of Euclidean distances and their corresponding coordinates are averaged out to give the estimated value of the object position coordinates (x,y). This estimation algorithm is called k-nearest neighborhood algorithm (k-NN).To improve the accuracy of the estimation, weight functions are employed with thek-NN algorithm. Object position coordinates (x,y), can be defined by equation 2, w i is the weight function of the i th neighboring grid point in k-nearest neighborhood and (x i ,y i ) is the coordinates of the k-nearest neighborhood grid points. The weight function used in the study, [13] , is defined as
whereE i is the individual Euclidean distances at k-nearest grid points.
3.VIRTUAL FINGERPRINT
A physical grid system is utilized for indoor localization where LQI measurements are carried out at each grid point and these LQI values with respect to their grid coordinates are defined as physical fingerprint. These grids are organized across the test area with ample distances between them where RF radiation shows characteristics of signal variations. In order to include these effects in localization calculations either several new LQI measurements are taken or a virtual RF signal distribution is assumed between adjacent grid points.
Virtual RF signal strentgh values areassumed at virtual grid points between adjacent grid points following a distribution function. These virtual LQI values with respect to their coordinates are identified as virtual fingerprint. The location of virtual grid points can be defined emperically between the two adjacent grid points. A physical grid system is organized across the test area as shown in Figure 2 . Transmitters are stationed at the corners with known coordinates of the test area. Grid cell size is arranged according to the size of the sensing area. Each physical grid cell such as (L 8 L 12 L 13 L 9 ) is in square shape and is surrounded by 4 grid points. Each cell is further divided into n 2 square shaped virtual grid cells. n-1 virtual grid points between two adjacent grid pointsaredeployed.The number of physical grid points is decided according to the size and shape of indoors. For representation purposes, the number of virtual grid cells, selected in this study, is n=5.
Since the coordinates of the physical grid points are defined with respect to transmitter positions, the coordinates of the virtual grid points can also be easily calculated. LQI values at adjacent grid points are considered to generate LQI values at virtual grid points between them. The distribution of virtual LQI values between two adjacent grid points are organized according to window functions named as taper functions. Once the LQI measurements arerecorded at the physical grid points, the distribution of virtual LQI values between two adjacent grid points can be assumed according to any distribution function.
Two taper functions are considered: linear taper function and exponential taper function.The distance between two adjacent grid points is divided into n sections. n-1 number of virtual LQI values aregenerated between these two adjacent grid points according to taper functions. Hence the physical grid space is divided into a finer virtual grid space. Virtual LQI values at virtual grid points and the measured LQI values at grid points produce a new fingerprint database. This fingerprint database is identified as virtual fingerprint database.
Unknown location detection is carried out by using newly generated virtual fingerprint database and k-NN and weightedk-NN algorithms. Virtual euclidean distances areutilized betweenthe object location and the virtual grid points. k number of minimum virtual euclidean distances are selected and their weighted coordinates are averaged out to determine the object location. In conclusion, the positioning technique employed with virtual grid system is same as physical grid system. An overview of the proposed system is presented in a block diagram as shown in Figure  3 : It was important that no additional wireless sensor nodes are employed across the test area. The technique introducesan increased number ofLQI values due to denser virtual grid points without any extra effort. Hence, fixed number of grid points and the fixed number of LQI data in the fingerprint database are abandoned in favor of larger number of virtual grid points and virtual LQI data.
Linear Interpolation Function
The proposed approach uses linear taper function which can be identified as the linear interpolation function of LQI values at virtual grid points between two adjacent physical grid points. Linear taper function is utilized to calculate the virtual LQI values in every virtual grid point.
Each physical grid cell has 4 LQI values at each grid point received from 4 transmitter. For example, LQI values received from 4 transmitters at L 3 grid point of grid cell B 1 L 3 L 4 L 1 are defined as 
j is the number of virtual grid points along Y axis and k represents transmitters. 
Similarly, fori=1 and j varies between 0 and 5,virtual LQI values can also be determined by using the following LQI boundary values.
These boundary LQI values can be displayed with respect to grid cell in Figure5. Table 3 for B 1 transmitter . Similarly, when i=1 and j varies between 0 and 5 along the vertical line parallel to B 1 L 1 ,virtual LQI values can also be shown in Table 4 for B 1 transmitter.
These Virtual LQI calculations will be repeated for each horizontal and vertical line along i and j directions in the grid cell. As a result, there will be 2 virtual LQI values generated for each virtual grid point (i, j) . Average of two virtual LQI values is taken as the final virtual LQI value at that inner virtual grid point (i, j) for k transmitter. 
3.2.Hybrid Exponential Interpolation Function
Transmitted LQI values decrease with respect to distance between the transmitter and a wireless sensor receiver. A best fit curve on the experimental LQI distribution canbe shown as exponential function in the form of bx ae − . This is presented in implementation section.
Due to the exponential decreasing propertiesof LQIvalues between transmitters and receivers across the grid space, LQI values received at grid points are also assumed to be exponentially decreasing along the directions of transmissions at thegrid cell boundaries. These assumptions are presented schematically in Figure 6and Coordinates of the virtual grid points are calculated with respect to transmitter coordinates. There are k number of LQI values arrivingfrom ktransmitters recordedat each physical grid pointto generate virtualexponential LQI distributionsbetween 2adjacent grid points along the cell boundaries. Figure 8 and expressed as; Virtual LQI values alongB 1 
and L 3 L 4 boundaries can be calculated by using exponential taper functions as shown in Figure 6 and7. These virtual LQI values are tabulated in Table 5 .Each grid corner B 1 ,L 1 ,L 3 and L 4 is considered as theRF transmission coordinatecenter (a,a) during calculations.Virtual grid points are located at incremental steps of 1along the grid boundaries with a generalcoordinate system of origin (a,a) corresponding to origin (0,0). 
IMPLEMENTATION
JENNIC JN5139 wireless sensor nodes are deployed in the study. Zigbee Home Sensor program is used to program JN5139 active devices to work as both transmitter and receiver WSNs respectively [14] . JN5139 receiver,[15],on the object is interfaced to a computer via a wireless link for data transmission.ZigBee protocol which is based on IEEE 802.15.4 standard in 2.4 GHz frequency band is used during the communication and data transmission between the transmitter and receiver nodes.
A rectangular area of 20m x 12m in a sports hall is selected and unknown object locations are limited in this rectangular grid area.The area was not free of obstacles. There were sportsequipments lying around and people were doing sports and moving around during the measurements. Wireless Sensor transmitters are placed at the corners of the rectangular area.Recordings of LQI values coming from transmitters are collected by a wireless sensor receiversequentially placed at each grid point. Power consumption by the sensors during the construction of fingerprint map and computations is negligible. The wireless sensors are active devices and their onboard battery life is around 1 month. Total LQImeasurements, datacollection and recording in fingerprint database takes only 1-2 hours. Secondly, there is no onboard processor and as a result, there are no onboard computations with these sensors. Construction of the database and the localization computations take place in server computer. Hence the only energy used by the sensors is to transmit the LQI values.
For a grid area of 20mx12m, 24 grid points are arranged with a grid space of 4 meters. There are 96 LQI entries recorded in the fingerprint database with 4 LQI readings at each grid point from 4 transmitters. Each entry in the database includes a mapping of the grid coordinate (x,y) and 4 LQI values at that point.
Wireless receiver on the object receives 4 LQI values from 4 transmitters from its 4 channels and transmits them to server computer via a wireless link. There is no onboard memory at the receiver and these values are stored sequentially in an access database in a servercomputer.Server computer has sufficient memory space to manipulate these LQI values for position calculations.Received signal strengths can vary depending on the environmental effects. These variations are reduced by averaging 100recorded LQI values at each measurement pointfor each transmitter. Averaged LQI values and the position coordinates are employed to generate the fingerprint map in the server.LQI recordings of the object receiver at unknown locations are also carried outsimilarly to generate object fingerprint vectors.
4.1.Linear Interpolation
Each Grid cell is further divided into 5x5 virtual grid cells as an example. Therefore there are total 3x5x25=375 grid cellsand 26x16 =416 grid points and 416 LQI values from each transmitters across the testing area.
Initially, k-NN and weighted k-NN algorithms are utilized to determine the unknown target locations by using basic fingerprint database with 24 grid points. Results are presented in Table  6 . The same localization algorithms are deployed with virtual fingerprint database generated with Linear interpolation function. Unknown object coordinates are determined and the results are presented in Table 6 . Table 6 .Estimated object position coordinates using basic fingerprint database and virtual fingerprint databases with linear and hybrid exponential interpolation functions
4.2.Hybrid Exponential Interpolation
RF signal amplitudes decrease with the distance as they reach to receivers from transmitters. Generally, this decrease is in exponential form. Initially,wireless sensor receivers are placed in front of wireless sensortransmitters. The distance between them is increased in steps of 1 metre and RF signal amplitude recordingsby the receiver in the form of LQI values are plotted against distance.A best fit curve reveals an exponential distribution function of bx ae − as seen in Figure   10 . Figure 10 . Plot of LQI values versus distance between a receiver and a transmitter with a best fit curve
In order to reflect this characteristic in the virtual world, Virtual Fingerprint map is generated by using exponential taper function between every 2 adjacent grid points. Initially, LQI values are recorded at each grid point. Exponential Taper functions are applied in xand y directions of the grid cell asseen in Figure 6 and 7.LQI amplitude at every virtual grid point is calculated with the assistance of exponential taper functions.k-NN andweighted k-NN localization algorithms are employed to calculate the unknown object coordinates with the virtual database generated usingExponential taper function. The results are presented in Table6.The location estimation error, e, is defined by the linear distance between the unknown object coordinates (x t ,y t ) and their estimated coordinates (x e ,y e ). It is given by:
( ) Error calculation results between the actual and the estimated object coordinates by using basic fingerprint database and the virtual fingerprint databases are tabulated in Table 7 . It can be concluded that the best localization results are achieved with exponential taper function.
CONCLUSIONS
Virtual localization approach is a novel and time effective indoor localization technique. The proposed positioning system uses a number of transmitters and a receiver as in basic fingerprint systems. The originality lies in the introduction of virtual grid points with specific LQI taper functions among the physical grid points.
Previously, fingerprint mapping techniques are utilized to obtain localization accuracies of around 1 grid space.To increase the accuracies, number of fingerprint points are increased across the sensing area and the localization accuracies of slightly less that a grid space are achieved. This improved the accuracies but also increased the effort to build a fingerprint map. The key idea of the proposed approach is to obtain a more accurate object localization by keeping the same fingerprint map but increase the number of grid points. Each grid point is an LQI measurement point and the recordings of LQI values at these points are utilized to estimate the object location. A solution to increase the positioning accuracy is to put more grid points which will be more labour intensive and time consuming. The idea behind the proposed approach is to simulate a larger number of grid pointsby introducing virtual grid points and keeping the samenumber of real grid points. The proposed system has the following advantages. Firstly, the hardware cost is the same as fingerprint localization systems. Secondly, the number of measurement points corresponding to grid points in the test area is unchanged and only extra virtual grid points are introduced between these grid points. Hence less time and effort is spent during off line phase. Both real and virtual grid points are used together to generate a new fingerprint database for location determination.
The shortcomings of the virtual grids are their numbers across the sensing area. In theory, higher the density of grid points, greater the localization accuaracy. Although there is no extra cost of having more virtual grid points, maximum number of virtual grid points is limited with respect to localization accuracies. There is a trade off between the localization accuracies and the number of real and virtual grid points. Optimum localization accuriess are obtained with n=5. Hence, 4 virtual grid points are utilized between two adjacent real grid points by dividing the distance into n=5 equal sections between them. Any other number of virtual grid points betweentwo adjacent grid points reduced the positioning accuracies with both taper functions. In the study, total number of grid points is 416 across the test area with 24 of them are real and 392 of them are virtual. If the number of virtual grid points are increased more than 392 with n>5, there is a deterioration observed in localization accuracies. Any virtual grid number less than 392 with n<5, alsocauses a degration in localization accuracies. Consequently in our approach an optimum of 15 grid cells each with 25 virtual grid cells are employed across the sensing area by using n=5.
Once the total grid space is determined, LQI values at physical grid points are interpolated among the virtual grids corresponding to predefined taper functions. In fingerprint localization systems, fingerprint database is compared with unknown fingerprint signatures of the objects. Basic fingerprint approach has an average localization error of 3.1m while Linear interpolation technique has an average localization error of 2.4m where LQI values are linearly distributed between the virtual grid points. Hybrid exponential interpolationtechnique, on the other hand, has an average error of 1.7m. LQI distribution between the grid points simulates the propagation characteristicsof LQI values against distance.Exponential approach gives the minimum distance error among 3 techniques. In this study, position detection is implemented in a confined area of a sports hall. But the same technique can also be generalized in any indoor area. The main idea was to see the applicability of virtual fingerprint technique in any test area. In second stage, other indoor areas will also be tested with this newtechnique. Environmental conditions affect the LQI reception by the receivers. If there are more obstacles in the sensing area,localization accuracies are decreased accordingly, To reduce these affects, signal averaging and outlier techniques are employed on the recorded LQIvalues. Based on the observations of the complex relationship between LQI values and the distances between transmitters and receivers, Non linear interpolation algorithms can improve localization accuraciesin large indoor areas. Hybrid exponentialinterpolation algorithm is one of these algorithms whichcan compensate the nonlinear behaviour of RF signals and in return generates better localization accuracies.
